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ABSTRACT
Sustainability and environmental design are often positioned as the
indisputable answer to the many problems we now face as a result of
carbon modernity. While more responsible measures are imperative in
order to overcome carbon forms and establish a paradigm shift in energy
and construction, the symbols we now associate with sustainability,
such as wind turbines, extensive greenery, and natural materials, no
longer effectively identify projects that align with the necessary efforts;
inversely, projects that lack the charisma or the established aesthetic of
the aforementioned symbols are more likely to remain unrecognized as
expressions of sustainability. Furthermore, as the architectural object can
never exist devoid of its context, individual interventions in the built fabric
must always be considered in relation to the culture and environment that
they are a product of, regardless of how conscious or “green” they might be
or claim to be.
Through an exploration of architecture that operates between the scales of
the self and the room, a practice of representation as a dialogue between
different mediums and scales, the leveraging of procedural values of
study and analogous application, and the implementation of an iterative
process of composition, prototyping, and deployment, Program Walls was
developed as an intervention within the domestic realm. Nevertheless, the
primary components of Program Walls transcend their presented medium
and scale, with attention placed instead on architectural thinking and how
it relates to sustainability, materiality, form, and flexibility. In this manner,
the developed artifacts and spatial organizations not only speculate a
future housing fiction but also begin to contribute towards a discourse
that champions an embedded consideration for sustainability that exists
at the forefront of the design process over the inclusion of posthumously
incorporated ornaments or costly premiums, regardless of the recognition
and enticement the latter might feasibly gather.
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CRITICAL ESSAY:
REPRESENTING SUSTAINABILITY
In the synopsis for their 2016 publication The Aesthetics of Sustainability,
Ilaria Di Carlo states that “sustainability is flaunted as the answer to
innumerable problems posed by environmental and social degradation.
However, as epitomized by its role in many modern urban and landscape
projects, it often lacks a quality essential to any anthropic space: seduction.”
While this statement may still hold true, the four years after it was written
have seen a blossoming in the language of sustainability that has coursed
from authentic effort all the way to fetishized ornament. The symbols that
we now associate with sustainability no longer effectively identify a project
that aligns with these efforts; inversely, projects that lack this sought-after
charisma tend to go unrecognized as expressions of sustainability. The issue at
hand thus lies in sustainability’s current inability to develop its own inclusive
language able to move away from mainstream symbols and metrics in order
to be embedded as a core concept of architectural methodology. In pursuit
of this shift in how we perceive, and thereafter represent, sustainability,
this investigation posits that architecture operates as a continuous dialogue
between different mediums, scales, and forms of knowledge.
This exploration of architecture and sustainability locates itself between
the scales of the self and the room, placing a preeminent emphasis on the
architectural object within the domestic realm. While the scale of the self
proves relevant as it relates to human behavior and how we perceive and
interact with objects, the scale of the room acquires importance as the objects
we engage with are aggregated within the built environment, over which
architecture attains clear agency. During the 2019 symposium for the Everson
Museum Café Design Competition, John May of the experimental design
practice MILLIØNS described the room as a “sweet spot” for architects,
able to test all sorts of architectural ideas and concepts more feasibly without
ever being restrained to that specific scale. Nevertheless, it is at the scale of
the object that this exploration regards to the highest degree. By leveraging
the historic relationship between the architect and the domestic object, with
examples ranging from the Charles and Ray Eames Lounge Chair and Le
Corbusier’s response to the automobile’s turning radius in the Villa Savoye,
this project positions itself at a scale that is irrefutably able to manifest the
proposed shift towards the incorporation of sustainable methodologies.
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More closely aligned with the processes driving this attempted transposition
of the perception and representation of sustainability is Molly Hunker
and Kyle Miller’s Building Practice interview series, which focused on
emerging practices and their linkage of practical and theoretical forms
of knowledge through the study of a recently completed project from
each practice. This claiming of “unique conceptual territory regarding
form, space, order, materiality, and aesthetics (…) expands the reach of
contemporary architectural design by introducing designers eager to build”
without abandoning their regard for speculative or academic work. At a
much larger scale, Dasha Khapalova’s Drawing Sites seminar undertook a
similar challenge by reimagining the way that we analyze, interpret, draw,
and physically model sites based on a reading of the same as a complex and
layered construct that can reveal a spatial and formal language. Ultimately,
the series generated through this seminar parted from an understanding of
history, geology, and technology and did not attempt to simulate natural
processes literally, but rather established a set of parameters and techniques
that would allow the material to behave in a more natural way to generate a
representation of the landscape.
The procedural values driving this exploration thus relate to Robert Venturi,
Denise Scott Brown, and Steven Izenour’s publication Learning from Las
Vegas, which esteemed the process of analysis and analogous application,
and my subsequent undergraduate thesis in collaboration with Karisma Dev,
Learning from Fine Dining, which operated as a laboratory for speculation.
In this manner, this project maintains a lack of intent towards finding a
solution or best version to a problem and instead pursues a repositioning
of architectural thinking as an act of speculation that convenes broader
cultural, social, and political contexts. Implementing these established values
to an iterative process of formal composition, prototype development, and
continuous deployment that follows the model set up by Urbananas during
Jesse LeCavalier’s Urbanism studio, this project employs housing as a site of
exploration to embody a much broader set of architectural ideas regarding
the representation of sustainability past the presented domestic realm.
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Prototype Development: Program Walls
Housing throughout this exploration is defined as a collection of spaces and
the objects that occupy and program these while enabling its inhabitants to
effectively complete their regular activities. Utilizing housing as a vehicle to
explore design speculations at a much more digestible scale, interventions
tested during the development of Program Walls encompassed a plethora
of contemporary issues and attributes of living such as functions, sharing,
privacy, hierarchy, context, health, materiality, cost, and, perhaps at the
forefront of this exploration, flexibility and adaptability. Parting from
the aforementioned understanding of housing and its potential as a host
for sustainable interventions, a speculative prototype was developed as
both a retrofit option and a new build alternative for housing. While not
explicitly recognizable as a contemporary symbol of sustainability, Program
Walls was designed through an association of sustainability, flexibility, and
adaptability as key components towards a rethinking of architecture. In this
manner, a new housing model able to address both short and long-term
transformations began to take shape by implementing ideas of modularity,
mass customization, circularity, and sharing at scales that vary from the
traditional housing discourse. This undertaking ultimately asks the question:
how can programmatic synergies be leveraged to foster maximum flexibility
and minimize material consumption and the built footprint without
compromising comfort within the domestic realm?
This questioning led two simultaneous processes that established the
operations to generate a housing prototype grounded in an understanding
of the functions of living and an analysis of its object-scale components.
One task focused on what makes a room and identified living elements
by categorizing them as storage, horizontal surfaces, lounging, seating,
appliances/fixtures, and water. As these elements were determined and
catalogued into the six basic functions of washing, cooking, dining,
working, entertaining, and sleeping, strategies such as rotating, folding,
pulling, retrieving, sliding, and concealing were concurrently developed and
implemented to organize and combine the objects into “program walls” that
can efficiently accommodate these functions into individual walls. These
same strategies were successively applied to the walls themselves in order
to generate a singular cubic unit able to be deployed virtually anywhere.
By implementing a holistic view of the unit and considering when select
programs are frequented or otherwise ignored and “wasted” throughout the
8

day, the prototypical unit was further articulated to include the capacity to
conceal specific functions and provide an optimal layout that would unlock
these functions only when needed.
Through this development process, materiality was granted prominence
as it relates to extraction processes, dependence on energy, processing, and
performance. In this manner, timber construction became appreciated as
an optimal process that would be able to respond to the multiple scales of
operation while preserving the sustainable consideration at the forefront
of this exploration. During the 2021 TimberCon event series, keynote
speakers Alan Organschi and Andrew Lawrence discussed the relevance
of and emerging technologies within the field of timber construction.
Organschi kickstarted the series by discussing the positive effects timberforward construction can have over warming and greenhouse gas emission,
simultaneously highlighting its potential to advance geo-technologies and
bio-economics. As later stated by Lawrence during their day-two keynote
speech, the main challenge of timber of construction is currently based
on the natural size, shape, and growth patterns of trees. Nevertheless, new
innovations such as digital fabrication, cross lamination, and self-capping
screws have allowed us to move away from the traditional timber balloon
frame and into an exciting and highly experimental arena in which we can
now surpass natural limitations, standardize production, and accurately
predict the behavior of wood by mitigating its variable strength. As a closing
remark, the speakers emphasized the current precedence of mitigation over
adaptation that governs timber construction, preventing this material from
being turned into just another extraction supply that we consume to an end.
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Deployment 1: Home in a Box
The first prototype deployment, titled Home in a Box, was also carried out
as part of Katharina Kral’s Minimax option studio. While Home in a Box
did not have a specific audience or age demographic in mind throughout
its development, the one limiting factor was a pursuit of affordable housing
models in New York City. In this manner, Home in a Box incorporates six
different living alternatives ranging from single-story studio apartments to
three-bedroom units with a loft, all of which follow the same anchoring logic
towards a fixed bathroom and kitchen and possess the ability to transform as
necessary in order to maintain the unit footprint well below the established
baseline. In order to maximize the use of the built footprint, the intentions
and values that drove the evolution of Program Walls were also fully leveraged
in this deployment through an increased articulation of flexible spaces that
were not contained to the living quarters, rather being adopted in shared
areas throughout the project to promote a range of programs and uses that
can accommodate a wide spectrum of people.
Following an increased consideration for the interior setting, a challenge
regarding the larger scale component’s response to the site emerged as the
concepts that defined the units and shared spaces were to be scaled into
a new-build construction. The siting strategy then became that of a wall
that would mitigate the noise pollution from the neighboring bridge and
face units away from the source, placing circulation along this exterior
boundary. The inclusion of a single loaded corridor allowed for the use of
circulation spaces to be used as informal gathering areas while also enabling
the placement of glazing at the front and back of each unit, facilitating a
deeper sunlight exposure that responds to the transforming uses of the unit
and the possibility of rooms being created in the middle or back of a unit.
The overall massing was additionally developed as a shelving system, through
which the long and repetitive strip is able to be populated by an infinite
amount of interior configurations that truly respond to the user’s evolving
needs.
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Deployment 2: A Home for Aging
A second deployment, titled A Home for Aging, was completed under
Christopher Leong’s Pandemic Resilient Housing option studio. A Home
for Aging parted from an idea that seniors are traditionally lumped into
a singular age group, but in truth there is a spectrum and wide range of
physical and mental needs that exist within this group as it encompasses
everyone upwards of the age of 55. The deployment thus focused on Centers
for Healthy Living (CHL), a building typology that supports seniors through
all dimensions of wellness as they operate in conjunction with supporting
programs such as hospitals and housing, and emphasized a transition from
illness to wellness when approaching senior housing. In this manner, the
project attempted to design housing for this demographic not as a supporting
program but as an integral component that follows the same criteria as a
CHL through the second deployment of Program Walls.
Additional requirements and spatial modifications such as an enlarged
footprint and the removal of moving parts for short-term or daily
transformations had to be incorporated into A Home for Aging in order to
fit the new aging audience more appropriately. Through a clear focus on the
scale of the unit and the spatial reconfigurations that commonly take place
as inhabitants cross the many thresholds contained within the third age, the
deployed prototype aimed to establish a process that would consider the scale
of the self and the specific interventions required by the inhabitants and then
incorporate these through the optimized flexibility inherent to the program
walls as to enable the unit to naturally age with its occupants. The applied
model ultimately proved successful in developing a sustainable model of
aging in place in which the highlighted thresholds were able to be addressed
through the considered flexibility, modularity and sharing economy put in
place at this housing model.
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Conclusion
In their text A Brief History of Pollution, Adam Markham stated that “older
than civilization, pollution has been a problem since the appearance of our
earliest ancestors. The adulteration of water, soil, and air by the physical and
chemical waste products of human activity has accompanied our species
since it first walked upon the earth. (…) The discovery of fire, at least half a
million years ago, created the first significant air pollution source, and smoke
remains a major problem in the modern world.” (Markham) According
to this account, the mere fact of natural human being is synonymous to
pollution, and while the evolution of humanity has exponentially accelerated
the rate at which this process takes place and significantly shortened the
projected timeline of human existence, humanity must accept this inevitable
relationship as a reality.
Humans have more recently evolved to a carbon dependence where the
creation of energy is imperative for survival, but as we attempt to coexist
with the environment and more appropriately respond to our evolving
context, the shift away from fossil fuels and towards renewable energy has
experienced a steady increase. The technologies behind this popularized
shift and its associated objectives are the symbols we now associate with the
aesthetics of sustainability: wind turbines, solar panels, extensive greenery,
rainfall collectors, natural paving, efficient fixtures, among many others.
As we fixate on renewable energy and other “green” methodologies as the
solution to the current crisis and the subsequent warming that stems from
carbon modernity (Iturbe, Overcoming Carbon Form), we fail to holistically
understand the full environmental costs and shortcomings of these “ideals.”
While these will undoubtedly remain as recognizable icons of sustainability,
they are misleading in their declaration that they are the one true form of
sustainability.
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The primary components of Program Walls transcend their presented
medium and scale, with attention placed on architectural thinking and how
it relates to sustainability, materiality, form, and flexibility. The development
of artifacts and spatial organizations within the established frameworks
allowed for a thorough investigation of issues that swarm the current housing
discourse, but these do more than speculate a future fiction of the domestic
realm by embedding a consideration for sustainability at the forefront of
the design process rather than posthumously incorporating the same as
an ornament or costly premium. (Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure,
Envision v3, Module 2: Quality of Life) The procedure employed to
prototype and deploy this exploration provides a basis to advance sustainable
discourse as it maintains a constant concern not on eradicating pollution but
on reframing how we approach the issues that threaten us today. Ultimately,
Program Walls presents the claim that in order to effectively address the
climate crisis and carbon modernity as a whole, architectural discourse must
synchronously operate at a multitude of scales and mediums that part from
the traditional building morphology and the array of popularized symbols in
an effort to intrinsically embed sustainability into architectural methodology.
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WHITE NOISE
M AT E R I A L L A N D S C A P E S O F R I C H M O N D

The history and development of Richmond, Virginia have a very specific relationship to redlining, which physically took
place in 1937 but forms part of a greater chain of highly-political events tracing back to 1850. Although these policies
are no longer in place, their effects are to this day materialized throughout Richmond as evidencenced by variations in
the urban landscape from one neighborhood to another. Operating at a variety of scales, White Noise aims to address
systemic racism as understood by these historic events and their physical remnants through subtle incisions that bring
attention to the existing landscapes’ urban infrastructure. These material interventions emphasize common ground and
above-ground conditions through the addition of subtle white tobacco cloths that highlight the heat islands produced
by the lack of green space and the abundance of pavement as well as the prolific power and telephone overhead lines.
The implemented tobacco cloth further relates back to Richmond as a city built on a slave and tobacco economy,
where this cloth would be used to shield and wrap tobacco from the field to the factory and given to slaves afterwards
to make their own clothes. With the intent to engage with the cultural moment of their production rather than
historicizing past forms and spaces, these small material transformations produce tresholds into previously redlined
neighborhoods and together create a network that parts from Shockoe Bottom and connect it to the Northwestern end
of Monument Avenue, which serves as an urban attractor to drive the public down and towards the historically-rich
neighborhoods that have translated from decades of racist housing policies in Richmond.

GREATER GREEN DENSITY
LESS OVERHEAD ELEMENTS

LESS GREEN DENSITY
MORE OVERHEAD ELEMENTS

NETWORK OVER RICHMOND

CHURCH HILL N

S BARTON HEIGHTS

SHOCKOE BOTTOM

RANDOLPH

MONUMENT AVE. PARK

SCOTT’S ADDITION

WASHINGTON PARK

SHOCKOE BOTTOM

WILTON

MONUMENT AVE

MATERIAL LANDSCAPES - VIRTUAL SURVEY

RACIAL DEMOGRAPHICS
Following the network overlayed across Richmond, the incisions on the landscape
connect an array of sites parting from Shockoe Bottom, meandering through the city
towards the previously redlined neighborhoods while also shooting straight up towards
the end of Monument Avenue. Throughout this network, tobacco cloths in the form of
sheets and clothing are hung from the overhead power and telephone lines, commonly
found to clutter poorer neighborhoods but pushed underground in the upper-class
neighborhoods. These interventions also take on the form of new tree coverings,
planted throughout the network as a means to mitigate the heat islands common to
the highlighted neighborhoods while also emphasizing the stark contrast among
neighborhoods in relation to open space, greenery, and pavement ratios. The slight but
evident changes in the landscape aim to create a subtle transformation in the
environment, which creates a moment of pause as one crosses the now reproduced
treshold into a neighborhood.

PEDESTRIAN HEAT

INTERVENTION PARTING FROM SHOCKOE BOTTOM

KARISMA DEV & FELIX SAMO

OVERCOMING
CARBON FORM
Collaboration with Karisma Dev under the direction of Elisa Iturbe.
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OF CARBON FORM
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SYRACUSE COE: CARBON FORM OR CARBON ENABLER?
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SYRACUSE COE: OVERCOMING CARBON FORM
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&CANADIAN
NATIVE PLANT
BERRY-PRODUCING
SHRUB
MAXIMUM HEIGHT:
1-2 FEET

WINTER: SCIRPUS
PERINUS
(WOOLGRASS)
UPSTATE NEW YORK
NATIVE PLANT
FLOWERING SHRUB
MAXIMUM HEIGHT:
6-7 FEET

PROPOSED CENTRO STOPS

ABANDONED TRAIN
STATION

PROPOSPED
GREENSCAPES COMPOSED
OF NATIVE PERRENIALS

PROPOSED CENTRO BUS
ROUTE

UTILIZING THE COE AS AN URBAN PROTOTYPE, WE CAN
BEGIN TO ADDRESS ISSUES OF TRANSPORTATION,
ACCESSIBILITY, AND LANDSCAPING
THE REMOVAL OF I-81, WHICH PREVIOUSLY DISSECTED
DOWNTOWN SYRACUSE, ELIMINATES A SPATIAL
HIERARCHY
BETWEEN
THE
DIFFERENT
SOCIOECONOMIC NEIGHBORHOODS AROUND THE
SITE
THIS INTERVENTION ALLOWS FOR SUBSEQUENT
APPLICATIONS OF DISPERSED BUS STOPS AND NATIVE
GREENERY THAT ARE ABLE TO POPULATE THE SITE AND
CREATE A NETWORK THAT PRIORITIZES THE INDIVIDUAL
OVER THE AUTOMOBILE, EFFECTIVELY TACKLING IDEAS
OF CARBON FORM
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LEARNING
FROM FINE
DINING

Undergraduate Thesis in collaboration with Karisma Dev. Advisors: Greg
Corso, Kyle Miller & Daniele Profeta.
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Above: Shot of
Object Studies Series
featuring an array of
objects challenging
the preconceptions
of dinnerware while
maintaining their
functionality intact.
Interventions in the
series include plates,
bowls, utensils, cups and
napkins, among others.
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Clockwise from Left:
(1) Heavy Soup Bowl,
(2) Shot from Dining
Experience Film, and
(3) Lock-In Table
63
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Clockwise from Bottom
Left: (1) Coated Wine
Glass, (2) Absorptive
Dessert Plate, and (3)
Immovable Chair
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